(Note: With the exception of the correction of typographical or spelling errors that could be a source of ambiguity, letters and reports are not edited. The original formatting of letters and referee reports may not be reflected in this compilation.) 1st Editorial Decision 21 December 2014
In this paper Piazza et al., describe the relevance of the loop length and nucleotide composition in a G-quadruplex structure in connection to genome stability. They have tested different loop sizes within the human CEB25 repeat in S. cerevisiae. They were able to show that genome stability is tightly connected to the length, the nucleotide composition and position of the loops in the G4 motif. They showed that a single T already leads to a severe instability, especially if the T is placed at the central loop position. This is a technically interesting work that provides useful information but the most important conclusions are clearly overstated and misleading. The majority of the results where expected if you know the relevant literature of G4 structures and their stability.
More precise comments that could improve this manuscript:
1. The in vivo relevance of this work is not clear. They have cloned 18 repeats of a G4 near the ARS305. a. Are G4 structures prone to expansion, like trinuclear repeats, and did they use 18 repeats for this reason? It would be important to explain the logic behind this. b. Are there natural regions where more than one G4 structure is present in vivo? Are these more prone for instability? c. The model, as they have stated it in their introduction, is that G4 structures serve a function (transcription, origin activation/positioning...) in the cell. It would be great to know if these 18 G4 structures are cloned in such manner that they influence a certain biological event. If the cloned G4s do not fulfill a function it would be interesting to see what happens if they are cloned/ inserted in such manner that they do serve a function. 2. They have nicely shown that G4 structures with short loops dramatically increase genome instability. Furthermore, they showed that TT results in more instability then TGT. a. If this is correct, how many G4 motifs are present in the genome (yeast and human) which have these criteria? b. Is the observed effect only correct for 18 repeats of G4 motifs? c. Is a similar effect observed genome-wide? Previous work in yeast, C. elegans and humans demonstrated G4-induced genome instability. Does their data also show a correlation of genome stability and short loops/ loops with TT vs variable nucleotide composition? d. Does Pif1 or Phen-DC bind significant stronger to G4 with shorter loops? 3. It would be beneficially for the paper if they explain why they have used a Pif1 deletion and not a nuclear mutation (pif1-m2). In a Pif1 deletion cells also lack the mitochondrial isoform of Pif1, which results in petite cells. Over time suppressors arise. To this date it is not clear what this suppressor is. Maybe the suppressor harms G4 or results in G4 formation. Definitely downstream effect happen in a pif1-cell compared to a pif1-m2. 4. In Figure 1 they showed by Southern blot analysis that C-myc exhibits a dramatic increase of genome instability if they add Phen-DC. In contrast C-kit and Bcl2 did not show an increase in instability. Similar results (not shown) were obtained in pif1-cells. Could this result not be explained by the fact that in C-kit and Bcl2 G4 structure are not recognized by Pif1 or Phen-DC? In general it would be interesting to see that Pif1 and Phen-DC binds to all tested G4 motifs. Especially the once which did not result in instability in order to exclude the fact that these G4 structures are regulated by a different mechanism or helicase (e.g. RecQ). 5. On page 5 they have explained that G4 sequences were cloned and inserted 18 times. These repeats were separated from each other by a non-G4 sequence. It would be beneficially to see data that these linker sequences are long enough to prevent inter-motif G4 formation. Furthermore, it would be interesting to provide the length of this linker in the main text. 6. Figure 5 E is out of context. It would be better for the flow of the paper if the data regarding nucleotide composition in the loops comes earlier e.g. in Figure 3 . Furthermore, more detailed analysis and controls are required to completely test these results; that A in the loops has a weak effect on stability and that C acts similar as T (e.g. positioning effect, Phen-DC binding, Pif1 binding...). Do the authors have an explanation for this? From the molecular point of view it is difficult to believe why A is different from a T or a C in a loop region. Do they "interact" with the G-quartets or the cations in the core? 7. The authors have shown that three nucleotides (TTT) showed no changes in stability at different loop position, whereas TT showed increase instability at the central position. In Pif1-cells the TTT showed an instability effect also at the central position. Does Pif1 bind differently than Phen-DC or how could this be explained? 8. As a conclusion of part one, the author stated that shorter loops increase genome stability. This results and the work is very interesting and new but not very surprising, if one takes the current state of literature into account where it is known that shorter loops (as well as more G in a G-tract) increase the stability of G4 structures. 9. The labeling and presentation of Fig 3-D is very hard to understand. A % presentation would be much clearer. Furthermore, it would be good if they state why they have analyzed sometimes 32 colonies and sometimes 380. 10. It is not clear why they have started with T in loop regions and why they continued after Fig 3  only with T after starting with variable loops.
Minor comments 1. Page 6, last paragraph; the word strongly is clearly overstated 2. The order of Figure 1 is not chronological in the text. First 1B than 1A 3. The labeling of the oligos is very hard to follow and often confusing. A more simple labeling of the oligos would be beneficially 4. The paragraph of the NMR, UV, CD and TDS, is very complicated written and very hard to understand for a reader not familiar with these techniques. It would be very helpful to explain quickly the benefits of these methods. How is it possible to distinguish by these methods between inter vs intramolecular G4 structures. Also, how is the topology of the G4s predicted? Are these predictions or real structures? How was this achieved? 5. Page 12, Discussion: they stated that all sequences form parallel G4, this is a too global statement, because they did not test all G4 sequences used in this paper (they did not analyze G4 motifs from Fig 3A) 6. Page13, Discussion: their statement about genome-wide deletion in dog-1 cells (C.elegans) is very interesting but the way it is written is confusing. 7. It would be interesting for the reader to see blots in Figure 1 of only WT and pif1 and not just Phen-DC treated cells 8. Page 6: here it is stated ..."These results were confirmed with ...." But these results are missing. Please add them to Supplemental or state them as data not shown and explain why. 9. Figure 3 : it would be good to see examples of full Southern blots (e.g TGT) which are only shown as dots in figure 3. The graphs with the dots are very hard to understand 10. Figure 3 , page 7: the conclusion of this result is too globally stated 11. In Figure legend 4 it is stated that CEB25 was measured at 20 mM K+, whereas all other sequences are measured at 1mM KPi. Please explain why. In the text there is a statement about the thermal stability in different salts, it is not clear if these two observation are connected.
Referee #2:
This manuscript addresses the very important question of how G4 motifs contribute to genomic instability. It builds upon evidence of contrasting stability of two S. cerevisiae minisatellites CEB1 and CEB25, and uses a very nice assay developed by the Nicolas laboratory to monitor stability of G4 motifs in yeast. CEB1 is normally stable but rearranges upon treatment with the G4 ligand, Phen-DC3; or in the absence of Pif1; while CEB25 is normally stable and unaffected by Phen-DC3 treatment or Pif1 deletion. This is not just a feature of yeast repeats, as shown by a tantalizing analysis of G4 motifs from the human c-MYC, c-KIT and BCL2 genes (only c-MYC is unstable).
The authors carry out analyses that are in effect the nucleic acid equivalent of a protein domain swap experiment. They demonstrate that instability depends on the size and structure of the "loop" separating runs of guanines within a predicted quadruplex structure. Strikingly, the CEB25 loop can stabilize CEB1; and more generally, a longer loop can stabilize a repeat, without significantly affected G-quadruplex formation in vitro.
Genetic analysis is connected to structure by NMR analyses of the mutant sequences, in experiments that show that thermal stability in vitro correlates with instability in vivo, and reflects both length and positions of the loops. This leads to rules that should be able to predict sites of genomic instability.
As it stands, the manuscript reports a study that is very nice as far as it goes. However, it is somewhat limited in significance by the focus on CEB1 and CEB25. Ideally, the validity of the rules that emerge from analysis of these repeats should be confirmed by genomewide analysis, either in yeast or another organism -the nematode/FANCJ system is one possibility, and the results with human G4 motifs suggests that human cells may be another. An analysis that confirmed the generality of these findings would greatly strengthen the potential impact of the manuscript.
Referee #3:
Piazza et al. G-quadruplex loops dictate genomic instability in correlation with structure thermal stability. This paper extends the authors previous work on the stability of G quadruplex (G4)-forming human minisatellites knocked into a defined genomic position in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae. The authors have previously demonstrated that a repeat of the CEB1 minisatellite becomes genetically unstable in cells lacking the helicase Pif1 or following treatment with the G4 stabilising ligand PhenDC3. However, under these conditions not all sequences with G4 forming potential cause instability. The paper starts from the observation that the CEB25 repeat, which contrasts with the CEB1 repeat by having a long (9bp) loop sequence in its core G4 motif, is not unstable in the presence of PhenDC3. The authors go on to a fine dissection of the sequence determinants of this G4 motif that lead to genetic instability and correlate these with in vitro biophysical measurements. They observe that instability positively correlates with shorter loop lengths. However, short loop lengths also generally correlate with increased thermal stability. Critically, the authors are able to dissociate these two factors by showing that for a given very short loop, thermal stability of the core G4 is a key independent determinant of instability of the repeat. Thus, the central claim is that these results will facilitate the identifying G4 motifs particularly 'at risk' for causing genetic instability.
The paper presents carefully performed genetic and biophysical experiments that give very clear results and I have very little to criticise in terms of the data that is shown. My principal concern is the extent to which the very broad conclusions that the authors reach can be supported beyond the system in which the experiments are carried out. This is not intended to detract from the presented data, but we do not yet know enough to be certain that this can be extended to, for instance, human cells in which there are naturally many more G4 motifs and, more importantly, a vastly expanded repertoire of enzymes dedicated to their replication. Importantly, wild type cells are pretty good at dealing with these potentially very difficult repeat sequences: instability is induced either by mutation of Pif1 or by addition of PhenDC3. Since it is not possible to tell for any given G4 motif whether the structure is formed and efficiently resolved or whether it didn't form a safer conclusion really should be that Pif1 acts preferentially on G4s with short loops and high in vitro Tms, and that in vivo this is the type of G4 for which PhenDC3 is potentially selective. This idea is also of great interest since it raises the possibility that there is potential selectivity among both enzymes and ligands for different G4s in vivo. While this issue is not going to be addressed in any single paper, studies of the type presented here are very important in building up this picture in different systems. Nevertheless, since the extent to which these relationships hold in other systems, for instance in mammalian cells in which there are many more G4-processing activities is unclear, I believe some caution is necessary in drawing broad conclusions from these experiments.
Thus, I do feel that the end of the abstract and the Discussion need significant revision to reflect this possibility. Likewise, I am not sure about the extent to which the data in the current paper can dismiss the potential effects of G4 motifs with longer loops in other circumstances. For instance, it remains perfectly possible that Pif1 has a role in resolving lagging strand G4s as previously suggested, but that this role may not be accessible to the experimental system employed in this paper.
Other points:
As noted above, one of the key problems with any study of this nature it correlating the biophysical observations with what is happening in vivo. The biophysical experiments are done, I think, on single repeats and the effects in vivo seen with multiple repeats. To what extent do the in vivo conclusions apply to single copies of the G4 motifs under study?
The difference in genetic instability induced by CEB25-L111(C) and CEB25-L111(A) is striking. If the issue is a purine in the loop leading to lower Tm, what happens if the central A in the motif is substituted with G? Or indeed a poly G tract is used?
Minor corrections:
The title could do with revising -it will be quite hard for a non-specialist to understand. Something like 'Short loop-length and high thermal stability determine genomic instability induced by G quadruplex-forming minisatellites' might be better. Abstract, line 2: 'structural'. page 5, para 2, line 7: 'like' not 'alike'. page 7, para 2, line 1: not sure 'granularity' is the right word.
p12, para 1, line 1: 'Like' not 'alike'. p12, para 4, line 1: 'To be noted' could be deleted. Could use 'Notably'.
Appeal 11 February 2015
Thank you for handling our manuscript and sending it for review but unfortunately let us know of your rejection decision. With all authors, we have carefully analyzed the three reviews and your argumentation and would like to share with you our strong rebuttal opinions concerning the appropriateness of the reviews. In two attached documents, we provide an update of the scientific importance of our work and conclusions, and our point to point response to the reviewers.
We should first say that although reviewer #1's concerns seem overwhelming, the vast majority of comments and questions were already answered in the manuscript or in our previous published papers we are building upon. Thus, we respectfully disagree with this reviewer that seems to have only superficially read the manuscript and forgot or never read our previous publications that set the experimental system. For example: Questions 2a to 2c are answered in the discussion; question 2d is the entire focus of a result section; Question 4 is the same as question 2d; Further, some "major" comments are very minor ones (such as Figure labeling, questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10) .
In contrast, we appreciated the positive comments of reviewers #2 and 3 that have no criticism at all on this large and diverse set of genetics, biophysical and structural data and agree with our conclusions. The importance of our work is well recognized by these reviewers (even reviewer#1 states "the work is very interesting" in comment #8), acknowledging that we have performed an unprecedented comparative analysis of several potentially forming variant G4 motifs in vivo, all leading to novel and unexpected observations that are of broad interest.
The questioning of the generality of our conclusions in other systems such as C. elegans or human cells is welcome but seems to us beyond reasonable expectation. The conclusions that we already reached engage to be cautious for G4 prediction and G4-induced phenotypes, as we unambiguously demonstrated the importance of loop size, combinatorial loop size effect and base composition. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first and only in vivo study to document the importance of these parameters in the biology of G4, and our efforts to assay other non-yeast G4 sequences shows that our predictions can be safely extended to any G4 motif. Thus, we think that the large community of scientists already working or becoming interested on G4 will be concerned by our data.
Still, to address this sole reserve of reviewers #2 and #3 regarding the broadening of our observations to other systems, we have now performed an extensive bioinformatics analysis of the G4 motifs in four eukaryotic genomes: two yeasts (S. cerevisiae and S. pombe), an invertebrate (C. elegans) and human. Clearly, the more detrimental single pyrimidine loops G4 motifs are either absent (S. pombe and S. cerevisiae) or strongly under-represented in the C.elegans and human genomes compared to G4 motifs bearing the more innocuous purine loops. Further, in the light of our findings, we re-analyzed the sites of 100-200 bp deletions observed in C. elegans deficient for dog-1 (homolog of the human G4-unwinding helicase FANC-J), and found them largely enriched in single-nucleotide loops G4 motifs compared to those bearing a single loop longer than 2 nt (18-fold). Also, in humans, the induction of γH2AX signals upon treatment of cells with the G4 ligand Pyridostatin occurs preferentially in genes containing short loop G4s bearing pyrimidines. Our conclusions that short-loops G4 and pyrimidinebase composition are more prone to formation and/or induction of genomic instability thus appears to be a conserved feature in several eukaryotes.
This additional analysis further emphasizes the "alert" brought by this already extensive report. Along this line, myself, the present co-authors and several other expert colleagues in the field agree that as G4 become more and more frequently evoked, G4 guidelines becomes necessary. You might consider this suggestion later-on for "The EMBO Journal", as you already published several G4 studies. On these ground, we feel that our report is a foundation of high impact for the field. Now, in our opinion, these results alone could justify publication in a general audience and visible journal such as EMBO J. Extending the same quality in vivo work in other organisms is currently technically and timely unrealistic (rather a 5 years or more grant suggestion per organism). Certainly, all the advantages of the model yeast to control several confounding parameters is what led us to go that far, and, to our knowledge cannot yet be fulfilled in plants or animals if ones wish to have the exhaustive and rigorous sequence comparisons that we produced. As outlined in the point-to-point responses, we feel that we have satisfactory answers to all the reviewer comments addressing the yeast results and their significance while developing such a sophisticated and wellcontrolled multi-parameters and inter-disciplinary study in higher eukaryotes is objectively timely and technically impossible.
Practically, if you are interested, we propose to rapidly submit a revised version of our manuscript to EMBO J. adding our bioinformatics analyses of the G4 motifs with short loops in the S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, C. elegans and human genomes that we were planning topublish in a separated bioinformatics paper. These additional results will be presented in a section "Occurrence of short loop G4 in other eukaryotes" at the end of the Results. It will require one page text (some part being transferred from the original Discussion), an additional multi-panel Figure 6 and one or two Supplemental Figures. Thus, the most demanding requests of all reviewers and yourself will be fulfilled and the story nicely completed.
In conclusion, we hope that our comments and answers will give you a different and more positive perspective to re-consider our work for publication in "The EMBO Journal", that seemed to us appropriate: We wait for your answer before submitting somewhere else.
2nd Editorial Decision 24 February 2015
Thank you for inquiring about the possibility to submit a revised and extended version of your earlier submission on determinants of G4-induced genomic instability. We have now been able to assess your general points as well as your specific responses to the referee reports. We appreciate that many of your responses are well taken and realize that the additional analyses you offer to add may well help to address key concerns of the reviewers. We would therefore agree to re-considering a revised manuscript for re-review, and I am herewith inviting you to prepare and submit a new version using the hyperlink provided below.
When submitting the revision, please make sure to include a refined point-by-point response that could be sent on to the referees, and to also include an 'author checklist' now required for all EMBO Journal revisions (see below). As proposed, please amend the manuscript with the bioinformatics analyses, and please also include various other supporting pieces of data referred to in your response letter (such as the Southern Blot data mentioned in response to Ref 1 Q4 as 'source data', and possibly also unpublished helicase mutant data mentioned in the same place). I would also suggest to revise the manuscript title as proposed by referee 3 (even if it may turn out slightly longer than the formal 100 character limit, no problem). Finally, it may be a good idea to emphasize the key point you make in your rewritten cover letter -that the presented findings would alter the prevailing assumptions of many potential G4 structures with longer loops-more clearly at early instances of the paper, including abstract and introduction, so as to increase the significance and appeal of this work also for non-specialist readers.
I hope you appreciate that we would still need to consult with the referees on whether the revised manuscript would be a better candidate for EMBO Journal publication, and that I am presently not able to predict the outcome of their re-evaluation of the paper! Please let me know if you have any additional questions regarding this decision. I look forward to reading your revised manuscript. Response: We appreciate that the reviewer recognizes that our work is technically interesting and provides useful information, and states in Comments #8 about our finding on base composition, that this result and the work is "very interesting". However, we respectfully disagree with his/her opinion that "The majority of the results were expected if you know the relevant literature of G4 structures and their stability". Our perspective is that there are few in vitro studies using different sequences that addressed the impact of loop length on G4 formation (reference cited in our manuscript) and we are not aware of any studies that described or predicted our in vivo observations. The closest in vivo studies in DT40 cells using only four G4 potential sequences was recently published in The EMBO J. by Schiavone et al. 2014 . No correlation was found between G4 thermal stability and the epigenetic instability assay: rather, the G4-induced phenotype occurred with very poor G4 sequence (only two G-quartets, 4 nt-long loops, and extremely low Tm) while the most stable G4 identical to our L111(T) motif exerted no effect. Whether this is a fundamental biological difference between DT40 and yeast cells that will be surprising, the use of different experimental readout systems or suggesting that more variant sequences should be assayed in DT40 will certainly be interesting to understand but technically challenging and for sure a long term project, if one is to produce a convincing comparison. Differently, three publications in yeasts (Paeschke et al. Cell 2011; Paeschke et al. Nature 2013; Soubari et al., 2014) suggested that Pif1 binding sites partially (10%) localize with potential G4-forming sequences but there is a concern that the putative G4 motifs were only called by bioinformatics analyses with loops of up to 25 nt of extremely poor predicted thermal stability (if ever forming G4). Thus here, taking into account our extensively validated G4s, we now discuss the consequence of our findings of loop parameters with respect to these yeasts and DT40 results in the last paragraph of the discussion. In summary, we argue that our data were not expected based on the literature; At last, these reviews only encourage us to go beyond. We consider this to be a positive point.
More precise comments that could improve this manuscript: We reported the molecular nature of the minisatellite rearrangements in previous publications in Pif1-deficient (Ribeyere et al. PLoS Genet 2009; Piazza et al. NAR 2010) and in Phen-DC3-treated WT cells (Piazza et al. NAR 2010) . The variation of the number of motifs can be both expansion and contraction (see Fig. 1 , 2, 3 and 5 in this manuscript) that are more frequent when we use of a relatively long array. Sequencing of several rearrangements showed that contractions involve entire motifs and not chunks, consistent with the proposed SDSA or template-switch mechanisms, initiated by the accumulation of G4-dependent single-stranded DNA during replication (Lopes et al., 2011, and unpublished data) .
The number of motifs (13, and not 18, for the CEB25 series, see Table S1 ) has been chosen based on three criteria: (i) it is within the range of the natural human alleles (Amrane et al JACS 2012), (ii) the technical feasibility to synthesize these constructs and be able to safely manipulate them in E. coli and yeast cells although we systematically verify their size in Southern blot and, (iii) because it is optimal to measure a large variation (100-fold) of rearrangement frequencies, varying between approximately 0.5% and >50%.
1b. Are there natural regions where more than one G4 structure is present in vivo? Are these more prone for instability?
In the present case, we study homogenous tandem arrays, each motif having the potential to form one G4. To yield an expansion/contraction event, we don't know if one or multiple G4 were formed per array. However, we know that it is possible in vitro: once determining the NMR structure of the CEB25 G4, we noted that a 3 motifs CEB25 array adopted an unperturbed monomorph structure in NMR, compatible with an ordered pearl-necklace structure (Amrane et al. JACS 2014). Our preliminary AFM analyses confirmed this possibility. Further, we recently solved the NMR structure of the CEB1 G4 (Adrian et al., JACS 2014) and observed that it can dimerize at sufficiently high concentration. How these even more complex G4-containing nucleic acids structures behave will indeed be a novel layer of questions that we hope to address in future studies.
We previously analyzed the prevalence and position of G4-prone minisatellites in the human genome: 18,906 such sequences were identified (Piazza et al. 2012) . Interestingly, they do not localize randomly and cluster in the terminal 10% at the chromosome arms, and remarkably, it is in these regions that lie more than 30% of all pathological chromosomal alterations found in human diseases (Baldwin et al. Genet Med 2008; Shaffer et al. J Pediatr 2006; Shao et al. Am J Med Genet 2008) , further emphasizing the biological relevance of this study and of our experimental system. Now, whether or not the G4 biology of G4-containing tandem arrays and isolated G4 motifs is similar remain to be studied. The difficulty will be to find a proper and sensitive phenotyping assay for isolated G4. At the moment, the Southern blot assay for expansion/contraction that we have developed does not allow us to study the instability of single G4 motifs or very short arrays. We demonstrated the effect of these G4-forming sequences to be "at risk" of expansion/ contraction during replication in the Lopes et al., publication (The EMBO J. 2011) and also found their effect to promote Gross Chromosomal rearrangements (Piazza et al., 2012) . Different chromosomal locations have been tested with similar results. We also tested the effect of transcription by placing strong promoter on either side of the CEB1 array. We did not find any stimulating effect (unpublished data). For this reason, we think that our experimental system nicely but only interrogate the effect of replication. This a strong advantage to avoid confounding effects from other sources such as transcription interference. We appreciate this positive comment that supports our efforts to perform a systematic study, by changing loop size, considering the total loop length, the position of the loops and the base composition. Clearly TT yields a significant instability but not TGT. To address the base composition, we also constructed TTT and consistently loops of 3 nt is the threshold although as noted p.7 for a yet unknown reason the arrays with central (but not lateral) loops of 3-4 (T) are slightly unstable only in the pif1D context. (see also answer to question 7).
As asked, the results of our G4 bioinformatics analyses in yeast (originally presented in the discussion and in Figure S8 ) have been extended to S. pombe, C. elegans and human. We now describe these additional results in a result section (p.11-13) accompanied by a main figure 6 and supplementary Figures S8-9 and tables S5-7. The yeasts genome are almost devoid of G4 motifs with short loops: only 4 isolated sequences have a total loop length less than 6 nt in both species, and these sequences contains the most innocuous purine loops, except one sequence in S. pombe. Thus, we conclude that S. cerevisiae and S. pombe are likely to have few if any "at risk" G4-sequences that fulfill the stringent loop features observed in our instability assay,. We discuss the appropriateness of using extended loop motifs of up to 25nt in certain studies for G4 prediction.
Regarding extension to the human genome, the analysis of G4 motifs has been previously reported. Considering loops of 1-7nt, the authors identified approximately 376,000 G4 motifs in the human genome (Huppert and Balasubramanian NAR 2005; Todd and Neidle NAR 2005). We discussed the previously identified quasi-absence of the G4-forming microsatellites (GGGC) and (GGGT) ≥8 , whereas more than 500 (GGGA) ≥8 were present, correlating well with the levels of instability of our corresponding L111 series.
In this revised manuscript, we extend this analysis to all single-nucleotide loops G4 motifs (G4L1) and identified 18,153 such sequences. Interestingly, we found that purine-rich G4L1 motifs are over-represented compared to pyrimidine-rich G4. For bases exhibiting an identical representation in the genome (for example the purine A and the pyrimidine T), G4 motifs bearing A in all their loops are 2.5-and 14-fold more prevalent than those bearing T, in unique and repeated regions, respectively. This observation nicely extends to heterogeneous loop contexts (mix of A, C, G and T), indicating that the more stable the G4, the least represented it is in a genome, particularly for those present in tandem. Furthermore, we took advantage of a gH2AX ChIP-Seq dataset obtained upon treatment of human cells with the G4-ligand Pyridostatin (Rodriguez et al. NatChemBiol 2012) to look for differential G4L1 motifs enrichment at gH2AX peaks based on their loop composition. Genes being scored positive for gH2AX were strongly enriched (3.5-to 9-fold) for pyrimidine-loops G4L1 motifs, whereas purine-loops G4L1 were not.
Finally, we also mapped the single-nucleotide loops G4 in the C. elegans genome and analysed their association with deletion breakpoints observed in animals deficient for the dog-1 helicase. Deletions all lied at G4 motifs (Kruisselbrink et al. 2008) , and 18-fold more often at G4L1 motifs than at G4 motifs bearing a single loop of more than 1 nt. Hence, short-loops G4 are also the most detrimental for genomic stability in C. elegans.
These analysis generalize to C. elegans and human the conclusions obtain in our yeast system: that the most thermodynamically stable G4 structures (e.g. bearing short pyrimidine loops) are likely the most "at risk" for genomic stability.
2b. Is the observed effect only correct for 18 repeats of G4 motifs?
Using CEB1 as a model sequence, we previously extensively studied the effect of the motifs count on both the rearrangement frequency in the WT, pif1D, rad27D/FEN1 and Phen-DC3 treated cells (Lopes et al., 2006 , Ribeyre et al., 2009 Lopes et al., 2011) and the GCR rate in WT, WT+Phen-DC3 and pif1D cells (Piazza 2012). Not surprisingly, in all cases, we found that the instability increases with the increase number of motifs, with a minimal threshold of approximately 10 motifs. Considering the consistence of these results, we have not performed another systematic study of array length but simply occasionally examined smaller variants (see CEB25-L111(T)-8m in main text p.6). As always observed, we noted a reduced frequency of event by reducing the number of motifs. Thus, as detailed in question 1a, we choose to build 13 (not 18) motifs array for all the CEB25 variants to reach a 100-fold sensitivity in rearrangement frequencies.
2c. Is a similar effect observed genome-wide? Previous work in yeast, C. elegans and humans demonstrated G4-induced genome instability. Does their data also show a correlation of genome stability and short loops/ loops with TT vs variable nucleotide composition?
In C. elegans, we cite the formation of deletions in long G-tracts upon inactivation of the FANCJ homolog dog-1 (Kruisselbrink et al. 2008; Koole et al 2014) . It involves mostly mono-G runs, likely forming a G4 bearing single guanine loops. As mentioned earlier, we performed and present an unambiguous comparison of the short vs. long loop G4 motifs in the C. elegans genome and found an almost exclusive association of deletion tracts with short loops G4.
Also, we are not aware of genome wide studies in yeast that have correlated genome instability or de novo mutagenesis with G4 formation. In our experimental system, we sequenced a large number of contraction events and never found de novo mutations. Differently, we have characterized the genome wide mutator profile of the pif1D mutant over ≈2,500 generations (Serero et al. PNAS 2014). We observed a weak mutator effect (2 fold) compared to WT cells, and the mutations were not localized in G4 regions with loops of 1-7nt. In humans, G4 recognizing antibodies allowed to detect cellular foci localized in interstitial chromosomal regions (Biffi et al. Nature Chemistry 2013). G4 ligands were also used to trigger damage at interstitial chromosomal sites enriched for G4 motifs as shown by ChIP-Seq of phosphor-H2AX, and to localize with hPIF1 (Rodriguez et al. Nat Chem Biol 2012). As mentioned earlier, we used these ChIP-Seq data and nicely found that locations where H2AX was phosphorylated were enriched for pyrimidine, but not purine, shortloops G4 motifs.
2d. Does Pif1 or Phen-DC bind significant stronger to G4 with shorter loops?
Regarding Phen-DC3, the results are presented in the result section entitled "Phen-DC3 similarly binds and stabilizes CEB25 G4 variants bearing different loop length", p.10, with accompanying Table S4 . We know that this ligand binds most G4 with a high affinity (nanomolar Kd) and although the accessibility of G-quartets might be influenced by the loop size and structure (diagonal vs. edgewise), only slight differences in terms of binding strength can be expected for a high affinity G4-binder like Phen-DC3. This is illustrated here by the similar DTm values (9.7°C vs 9.6°C) induced by Phen-DC3 with the stable CEB25 WT-L191 and the most unstable CEB25-L111T variant, respectively. Same trend is observed for all variants.
Regarding Pif1, the biochemical data do not support a direct recognition of the G4 structures Based on this knowledge, we did not perform any Pif1-G4 binding experiments and favors the interpretation that the loop-dependent behavior observed here reflects their thermodynamics properties.
It would be beneficially for the paper if they explain why they have used a Pif1 deletion and not a nuclear mutation (pif1-m2). In a Pif1 deletion cells also lack the mitochondrial isoform of Pif1, which results in petite cells. Over time suppressors arise. To this date it is not clear what this suppressor is. Maybe the suppressor harms G4 or results in G4 formation. Definitely downstream effect happen(s) in a pif1-cell compared to a pif1-m2.
Our lab and others showed that the pif1-m2 mutant is leaky, probably because the excessive accumulation of the mitochondrial form leaks into the nucleus. In this minisatellite instability assay, we found that the frequency of CEB1 rearrangements in the pif1-m2 was reduced about 2 fold compared to pif1D (Ribeyre et al., 2009 ) and also observed that the absence of mitochondria had no effect on CEB1 instability. Consequently, we preferred to work in an unambiguous molecular situation using pif1D and control WT "petite" cells, (Lopes et al., the EMBO J. 2011) with the benefit of a more sensitive assay. Foremost, thanks to the reviewer question, we have the opportunity to emphasize that the robustness of our results is to assess the rearrangement frequency of each construct in two independent contexts, i.e. WT+Phen-DC3 and pif1D. Remarkably the results are highly correlated, as illustrated in this study (discussion and Fig. S7 ).
We have not heard about accumulation of suppressors of the PIF1 deletion (suppressor of which phenotype?). Our genome wide characterization of the pif1D mutational landscape after 100 single cell bottleneck (≈2,500 generations) did not reveal the arising of suppressor mutation for known phenotypes (Serero et al. PNAS 2014) . Technically, since we built our strains by inserting our various sequences in the genome of WT strains, and subsequently disrupted the PIF1 gene, it is highly unlikely that a suppressor mutation is acquired independently each time.
In Figure 1 they showed by Southern blot analysis that C-myc exhibits a dramatic increase of genome instability if they add Phen-DC. In contrast C-kit and Bcl2 did not show an increase in instability. Similar results (not shown) were obtained in pif1-cells. Could this result not be explained by the fact that in C-kit and Bcl2 G4 structure are not recognized by Pif1 or Phen-DC? In general it would be interesting to see that Pif1 and Phen-DC binds to all tested G4 motifs. Especially the once which did not result in instability in order to exclude the fact that these G4 structures are regulated by a different mechanism or helicase (e.g. RecQ).
Results for these alleles in untreated WT cells and pif1D cells were reported in Table S3 . For clarity, we initially chose to only show a limited set of "key" blots. Now, as asked, main Figure 1 has been expanded to show all the blots.
Regarding the differential binding of Phen-DC3 or Pif1 to different G4, see answer to question 2d.
As stated in the discussion (last paragraph, p12), we have not excluded the possibility that G4s bearing long loops are stable due to an unwinding activities specifically acting on these G4. The similar in vivo effects of Phen-DC3 and pif1D and the similar binding of Phen-DC3 to different G4s, including CEB25 variants with short or long loops G4 (present data and response to question 1d) makes more likely that the stability of the long loop G4 results from the absence of stable folding, as proposed in this report. Also, we have assayed several other helicase mutants than Pif1 (rrm3D, pif1Drrm3D, sgs1D, pif1Dsgs1D, mph1D, srs2D, and pif1Ddna2D, see Ribeyre et al. PLoS Genetics 2009 , and chl1D, unpublished data) and CEB1 was not destabilized, or in the case of double mutants not more destabilized than in the single pif1D mutant.
On page 5 they have explained that G4 sequences were cloned and inserted 18 times. These repeats were separated from each other by a non-G4 sequence. It would be beneficially to see data that these linker sequences are long enough to prevent inter-motif G4 formation. Furthermore, it would be interesting to provide the length of this linker in the main text.
The information regarding the length of the linker for each construct is illustrated on the sequence information provided in Fig. 1A and Table S1 . This information will be added in the Text. Intramotif G4 formation isolated by linker sequences of various size has been documented for several G4 by us and others, including CEB25 oligonucleotides bearing one to up to 3 G4 motifs separated by the natural CEB25 spacer (Amrane et al. JACS 2012) or generic G4 with loops of 3 nt (Payet & Huppert Biochemistry 2011), leading to the "pearl necklace" or "bead-on-a-string" model for regularly spaced G4 in tandem. In the later study, the authors nicely varied the length of the linker from 1 to 9 nt, and showed that isolation of G4 motifs was achieved with linkers of 3 nt or more.
Thus, our 15 nt-long linker used to isolate the G4 motifs of c-Myc, c-kit, or Bcl2-MBR is the same as in CEB1 and is sufficient to prevent inter-motif G4 formation. For the CEB25 variant constructs, the linker is the same as in the natural CEB25 sequence (Table S1 ).
6. Figure 5 E 
.). Do the authors have an explanation for this? From the molecular point of view it is difficult to believe why A is different from a T or a C in a loop region. Do they "interact" with the Gquartets or the cations in the core?
The nucleotide replacement experiment comes as a test of the hypothesis that G4 thermal stability is a determinant of sequence instability in vivo, arising after the biophysical characterization of the CEB25 G4 variants. In this regard, Figure 5 is a unity addressing this hypothesis, a strong point of the paper, and in our opinion should not be split as panels of different figures, especially the more descriptive Figure 3 . Unless also suggested by the Editor (the other reviewers had no comments on the manuscript structure and data presentation), we would prefer to keep this flow.
The reasons for the lower instability of G4 with purine loops have been investigated in vitro by several groups (Guédin et al. NAR 2008; Rachwal et al. NAR 2007; Sengar et al., Biochem. 2014 ), cited p.11. This behavior is attributed to the size differences between purine and pyrimidine to be hydrated or involved in secondary interactions. This explanation is added in the main text.
The authors have shown that three nucleotides (TTT) showed no changes in stability at different loop position, whereas TT showed increase instability at the central position. In Pif1-cells the TTT showed an instability effect also at the central position. Does Pif1 bind differently than Phen-DC or how could this be explained?
Indeed, a quantitative difference between the Phen-DC3 and the pif1D conditions is observed for 2 out of the 22 CEB25 variants (CEB25-L131(TTT) and CEB25-L141(TTTT)): a slight but significant instability (<10%) is observed in the pif1D context, and not in the less sensitive Phen-DC3 treated WT cells. As mentioned (p.7), this could simply be a consequence of the difference in sensitivity of the pif1D context compared to the WT+Phen-DC3 context, which might be less prone to trap all G4 fold in WT cells. Overall, this small difference is not a key deviation affecting the interpretation of our results. The treatment of WT cells with higher dose of Phen-DC3 was not performed because it leads to toxicity (Piazza et al., 2010).
As a conclusion of part one, the author stated that shorter loops increase genome stability. This results and the work is very interesting and new but not very surprising, if one takes the current state of literature into account where it is known that shorter loops (as well as more G in a G-tract) increase the stability of G4 structures.
We appreciate the positive comment of the reviewer saying that "This results and the work is very interesting and new". See our answers about the expectation from the literature in response to question 1.
The labeling and presentation of Fig 3-D is very hard to understand. A % presentation would be much clearer. Furthermore, it would be good if they state why they have analyzed sometimes 32 colonies and sometimes 380.
We preferred to retain the same labeling in all figures, providing for clarity and critical thinking the raw, absolute instabilities rather than normalizing on CEB1-L111(T) instability.
The number of colonies analyzed depends on the anticipated and observed frequencies of instability. Given the usually observed frequency range for WT and Phen-DC3 treated WT cells (based on
Page13, Discussion: their statement about genome-wide deletion in dog-1 cells (C.elegans) is very interesting but the way it is written is confusing.
We can highlight in the discussion the results of our recent paper (Sengar et al. Biochem. 2014) about the formation of G4 propeller-type parallel-stranded G-quadruplex containing three G-tetrad layers and three single guanine loops, which forms only with G-tracts containing > 14 guanines.
It would be interesting for the reader to see blots in Figure 1 of only WT and pif1 and not just Phen-DC treated cells
We initially did not include those in order not to overload the figure, since all the frequencies, in WT and pif1D cells are presented in the main Table 1 , but now added the requested blot in the main Figure 1 . The data are mentioned at the end of the sentence: "These results were confirmed with an independent strain bearing a shorter CEB25-L111(T) allele containing 8 motifs (CEB25-L111(T)-8m); it is also highly destabilized in the presence of Phen-DC 3 or in the absence of Pif1 (10/94 and 17/38, respectively)".
Figure 3: it would be good to see examples of full Southern blots (e.g TGT) which are only shown as dots in figure 3. The graphs with the dots are very hard to understand
The main blots (including L131(TGT)) are already showed Figure 3A .
Figure 3, page 7: the conclusion of this result is too globally stated
We will edit the main text accordingly. Figure legend 4 The melting experiments for all sequences have been performed in 1 mM KPi. The NMR experiments for all sequences, except the CEB25-L191 (WT) oligonucleotide, have also been done in 1 mM KPi. The CEB25-L191 NMR experiment was performed in both 1 mM and 20 mM KPi. Both show the same 12 imino peaks, but we decided for clarity to include only the one obtained in 20 mM KPi, less "bumpy" than the one obtained at 1 mM KPi. Spectra recorded at 1 and 20 mM can be overlaid in the main Figure 4 or the Figure S3 .. We thank this referee for a very positive appreciation of our work. We now include a comprehensive bioinformatics analysis of short loops G4 in several eukaryotic genomes and a re-analysis of both (i) the deletion breakpoints observed in the genome of C. elegans mutated for the homolog of the G4-unwinding FANCJ helicase, dog-1, and (ii) the phosphor-H2AX ChIP-Seq data obtained upon treatment of human cells with the G4-ligand Pyridostatin. The bottom line is that, according to our CEB25-L111 series, the G4 motifs bearing pyrimidine (C or T) in their loops would exhibit genomic instability, while G4 bearing purines (A or G) would not, or less so. Clearly, in the human genome, short purine loops are much more prevalent than short pyrimidine loops, supporting the idea that the more stable the G4, the more it is eliminated from genomes. This is true for unique regions as well as repeated regions, suggesting that our rules also apply for isolated G4 motifs. Furthermore, G4
In
bearing short pyrimidine loops, but not those bearing short purine loops, are strongly enriched (3.5-to up to 9-fold) in gH2AX-positive genes upon Pyridostatin treatment. These analyses broaden our conclusions that the most thermodynamically stable G4 are detrimental for genomic stability, and that specialized helicases maintain the few that remain, thus answering the only reserve of Referee #2. These bioinformatics data now constitute an independent and important results section of the revised manuscript. As suggested by the Editor comments, we also slightly modified the end of Abstract and Introduction to more strongly emphasize that our results "alter the prevailing confounding assumptions that G4 structures with long loops are likely to form". This is a very keen and interesting comment that we tried to address in several ways, and that we will discuss more deeply in the revised discussion.
First, our new analysis of short-loops G4 in other organism's genomes and their association with deletion hotspots in cells deficient for G4 unwinding helicases (dog-1-deficient C. elegans) or treated with G4-ligands (Pyridostatin in human cells) broaden our conclusions to other organisms (see answers to referee #1 Q2a. and referee #2).
Second, the selectivity of ligand for different G4 conformations is an interesting point, and an active topic of research. Regarding Phen-DC3, it exhibits high specificity for G4 (de Cian et al JACS 2007; Monchaud et al. Biochimie 2008) but low selectivity between different G4 conformations as shown before (Largy et al. Anal Bioanal Chem 2011) and further illustrated by the similar stabilization of CEB25-G4 variants bearing different loop length (see detailed answer to referee #1 Q.2d). This universal G4 recognition stems in the binding of Phen-DC3 on the core G-quartet structure, rather than on the moving parts such as grooves and loops, as recently showed by NMR (Chung et al. Angew Chem Int Ed Engl 2014). Consequently, the alternative explanation proposed by referee #3 that Phen-DC3 acts only on short loops G4 cannot hold true.
Consequently, either G4 with longer loops (i) do not form at all in vivo and thus cannot be bound by Phen-DC3, or (ii) their stabilization by Phen-DC3 does not preclude their unwinding or the replication to pass through. In favor of the latter possibility, we remark, in the discussion p. Fig 5C) . This observation may suggest the existence of additional in vivo factors ensuring the genomic stability of the underlying sequence when a loop ≥3 nt is present." Despite our effort, we haven't yet been able to identify this putative additional unwinding activity (Ribeyre et al. 2009 ; unpublished data) that would be blind to Phen-DC3 and act only on G4 with a loop ≥3 nt. We speculate that loops of 3 nt or more could be a loading platform for helicases of opposite polarity to Pif1 (5'-3'). If the editor wishes, this speculation can be included in the discussion. In conclusion, under any of these scenarios and given the very good quantitative agreement of the WT+Phen-DC3 and pif1D conditions, the absence of CEB25 instability for G4 variants bearing a single loop ≥3 nt cannot led us to conclude than Pif1 acts only on small-loops G4: it informs us that Pif1 acts at least on shortloops G4 and do not inform us on G4 bearing longer loops.
In the hypothesis where Phen-DC3 would bind equally well to CEB25 G4 variants in vitro, but not in vivo, we would not expect this very good quantitative agreement between instabilities obtained in the WT+Phen-DC3 and the pif1D contexts for almost all the CEB25 variants. It highlights the benefit of our extensive parallel analysis of all sequences in both of these contexts to identify possible peculiarities of the two G4-stabilization strategies. Indeed we perfectly agree with the referee that our system does not rule out a possible role of Pif1 in resolving G4 on the lagging strand, and we never claimed anything different (Lopes et al. EMBO 2011) . In fact, given the low levels of CEB1 instability when the G4 are placed in the lagging strand template (Lopes et al EMBO 2011), we cannot gain insights on the role of Pif1 on G4 formed on that strand: another helicase could act redundantly with Pif1, or the inherent repriming activity of the lagging strand would leave a gap whose repair would not lead to a rearrangement (our readout), etc...It is because of this absence of readout on the lagging strand that we focused our study on the instability caused by G4 on the leading strand template. The repeated sequences form a pearl-necklace structure and each individual G4 motifs would behave on away similarly to a single G4 motifs. For more details, see answer to referee #1 Question 5, and (Amrane et al. JACS 2012).
We tried to propose a short but hopefully informative title. According to the Editor choice, we also agree with this proposed title that is over the suggested length but indeed contains all the key information. This is the suggested title of this revised Ms. Thank you for submitting your revised manuscript for our consideration. It has now been seen once more by two of the original referees (see comments below), and I am happy to inform you that there are no further objections towards publication in The EMBO Journal. Referee 2 only has a few minor editorial comments, which I would like you to introduce into the text document before returning a final version to us via email.
After that, we should then be able to swiftly proceed with formal acceptance and production of the manuscript! ___________________________________ Referee #2
The original version of this manuscript presented meticulous and systematic analysis of the effect of loop length and composition on G4 motif instability in S. cerevisiae. The revised version now provides compelling new evidence of the significance of the original findings for our understanding of all vertebrate genomes, by including genomics analyses that extend key observations to nematodes and humans.
The new analyses extend and generalize the notion that not all G4 motifs are at risk of instability: instead, instability depends upon length of connecting loop, and correlates with G4 thermal stability in vitro.
These results further suggest that genomic functions of G4 motifs with longer and shorter loop lengths may differ.
These results also call into question the use of search algorithms that specify long loops (25 nt) for identification of sequences at risk of genomic instability; and, as a corollary, suggest that association of the Pif1 helicase with those longer motifs may not reflect function in preventing genomic instability.
This is an important paper and it will be widely cited.
The manuscript reads clearly and logically. Reviewer 1 has made several recommendations for reorganization but those do not seem essential, but a matter of taste.
